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Shape memory alloys (SMA) and the pseudoelastic hysteresis they exhibit have receivedsustained attention in recent years [1{11]. The interest in these alloys, which undergo astructural phase transition from a high temperature phase (austenite) to a low temperaturephase (martensite), stems in part from their applicability as elements in active structures.The shape change which accompanies the phase transition is characterized by a large mis�tstrain �T (� 10%) in the martensitic phase; some materials, primarily NiTi, can undergothis transition thousands of times without showing noticeable changes in their behavior.A recent set of experimental results on NiTi shape memory wires [8] prompted a numberof theoretical investigations [8,12]. These experimental results showed that the widths of thestress-strain hysteresis associated with these wires depend on the corresponding elongationrates; previous observations of similar phenomena were reported in [10]. The dependence ofthe hysteresis widths on the strain rates was attributed in [8] to an interplay between thethermodynamics of the phase transition and heat ow through conduction and convection.A one-dimensional discrete model presented in that paper shows quantitative agreement withthe experimental results. That model is, in fact, the �rst model in the literature showingquantitative agreement with observed dynamical behavior of SMA's.In what follows we present a related continuous free-boundary model, and we use itsasymptotics to derive a closed{form expression which relates the most important experi-mental observables. This formula provides new insights on the physical phenomena underconsideration. In particular, it predicts correctly the experimental observation of a criticalvalue of the stress which may not be exceeded before the wire has transformed completely.The continuous formulation allows, in addition, for application of sophisticated free bound-ary solvers to our phase transition problem, and thus permits us to obtain very accuratenumerical solutions. Comparison of numerical results with our explicit expression yieldsgood agreement for a wide variety of con�gurations. Departure from such agreement, whichis observed in some extreme regimes, shows that in such cases transient heat transfer ef-fects are responsible, in part, for the behavior of the wire. As argued in [12], our approachis in marked contrast with others in which the velocity of the free boundary is prescribed2



by certain functions of stress and temperature, and which only allow for predictions of aqualitative nature, see e.g. [1].The quasi-static discrete model [8] is based on consideration of the energetics of shapememory alloys, the release of latent heat and shape change associated with the phase transi-tion, and the conduction, convection and dissipation of heat in the wire and its surroundings.According to this model, an overall elongation �L imposed in a time interval �t can beaccommodated either by means of small elastic deformations, by transformation of austeniteinto martensite (occurring through propagation of an austenite-martensite interface) or bya combination thereof. Small elastic deformations account for the incremental strain if thestress in the wire is below the critical stress ��load = �M (�int) + �hyst on loading, or above��unload = �M(�int) � �hyst on unloading, at which the phase transition from austenite tomartensite is possible. Otherwise, elongations which include phase transformation must oc-cur, at a stress equal to the (discretized value of the) critical stress. Here �int is the interfacetemperature, and �M = �M(�) is the Maxwell stress associated with the temperature �,see equation (5) below. The stress �hyst is a material constant that accounts for dissipativeforces in the wire [8,12].It follows that in the limit of small �L the interface moves with a continuous velocity,and the stress in the wire must equal the (temperature dependent) transition stress �� as longas the interface propagates. This is an important observation, since it allows us to modelour physical con�guration by means of a continuous free boundary problem for the heatequation. Let us call � = �(x; t) the temperature in the wire, �0 the ambient temperature,l the latent heat of transformation per unit volume and set l� = l + �hyst�T . Further calls = s(t) the reference position of the interface at time t (i.e. the position of the interfaceas measured in the reference unstrained con�guration). Then neglecting small heat transfere�ects due to elongations and assuming insulated attachments at the ends of the wire, theforegoing considerations imply the following set of equations for the temperature pro�le�(x; t) and the interface s = s(t) in a wire of length L0:3



�cp�t = k�xx � 2hr (� � �0) ; 0 < x < L02 ; (1)[k�x]+�(s(t); t) = �l� _s(t) (2)and 8>><>>: � = (�M(�(s(t); t))� �hyst) for � _s > 0,j� � �M(�(s(t); t))j � �hyst for _s = 0, (3)with initial and boundary conditions given by�(x; 0) = �0; s(0) = 0 and �x(0; t) = �x(L02 ; t) = 0: (4)In equations (1) and (2), � is the mass density of the unstrained wire, cp its speci�c heat, andk, h and r its thermal conductivity, coe�cient of convection of heat and radius, respectively.Equations (1)-(4) reect the experimental observation in [8] of two interfaces, one startingfrom each end (the action of the grips thus appearing as an agent which favors nucleation).Indeed, symmetry considerations on a wire of length L0 show that we must have �x(L02 ; t) = 0at all times.Provided a constitutive relation for the Maxwell stress �M such as (8) below is known,and that the stress � in equation (3) is prescribed in accordance with a given experimentalcon�guration (see e.g. equation (7) below), equations (1)-(4) constitute a well de�ned freeboundary problem for the heat equation. Free boundary problems which, like ours, containfree boundary conditions allowing for a range of values of the unknown temperature for_s = 0 are known in the theory of solidi�cation by the name of \Stefan-Signorini problems".(See [13] for an existence and uniqueness theory for some instances of such problems). In-terestingly, in some cases our mathematical model coincides with those describing certainliquid-solid phase transitions. Indeed, the free boundary problem associated with a stresscontrolled con�guration can easily be translated into a set of equations which is identicalto that associated with a two-phase solidi�cation problem where the liquid is initially su-percooled, see e.g. [14{17]. As is known, such equations can lead to predictions of in�nite4



interface velocities. This is in agreement with our equation (6) below, which predicts in�nitespeeds for certain values of the imposed stress.The main new element in our equations, namely the free boundary condition (3), can beobtained from the principle of conservation of energy under the following three assumptions:1) The constant stress �hyst provides the only dissipative mechanism and the dissipationoccurs at the interface (the complementary conservative stress �cons is therefore given by�consI = � � �hyst at the interface, and by �cons0 = � away from the interface), 2) Strainand energy di�erences arising from small elastic deformations caused by the stress �hyst in atransforming mass element can be neglected as much smaller than corresponding di�erencesassociated with the phase change of the element, and 3) Temperature changes in a masselement are su�ciently small that increments  �� can be neglected as much smaller thanthe corresponding changes in the (bistable) speci�c Helmholtz free energy h due to theincremental strains: ��h = �� �� + �cons�� � �cons��. (Here we have denoted by  thespeci�c entropy and by �� and �� the temperature and strain changes, respectively, whichoccur at a given point in the wire during a time interval �t). Notice that in the limit ofvery slow elongations the process is truly isothermal and we have  �� = 0.The conditions (3) follow directly from these assumptions. To obtain the �rst one ofthese, for example, we note that assumption 2) implies the relations �h � (h(�m; �)�h(�a; �))and �� � �T for the energy and strain change in an element which undergoes the phasetransition. Here �m and �a are the strains at which the martensite and austenite phasescan coexist in an equilibrium con�guration, and �T = �m � �a. (Note that in our dynamiccon�guration and due to the additional dissipative stress, the actual strains in the austeniteand martensite phases are di�erent from the corresponding static ones). Assumptions 1)and 3) then give us ��h � �consI �T and thus �consI � �M where �M , the Maxwell stress attemperature �, is given by �M = �(h(�m; �)� h(�a; �))�m � �a ; (5)as desired. 5



The free boundary problem (1){(4) can be used to derive simple expressions in closedform giving observables such as the width of the hysteresis loops and temperature changesas function of the experimental parameters. To �nd these expressions we propose a solutionf�(x; t), s(t)g in the form of a traveling wave in an in�nite wire. Let the traveling tem-perature pro�le be given by u = u(x) = �(x + vt; t)� �0 and s(t) = vt: Equation (1) nowtranslates into an ordinary di�erential equation for the unknown u whose solution isu(x) = 8>><>>: ��e��x for x > 0��e�+x for x < 0,where �� = 12  ��cpvk �r��cpvk �2 + 8hrk! and �� = (�int � �0). Condition (2) on the jump ofthe derivative across the interface then becomes a relation between the temperature increaseand the speed of the interface l�v = ��q(�cpv)2 + 8hk=r: (6)Let us apply this expression to a strain-controlled experiment, on loading, and with animposed strain rate _�. The stress � in (3) equals� = �(s(t); t) = C � _�tL0 � 2�T s(t)�L0 (7)during transformation, where C denotes the elastic modulus. From (7) we see that theasymptotic interface velocity is v = _�L0=2�T and, using (3) and (6), the asymptotic temper-ature �asym and corresponding stress �asym can be found. In a stress-controlled experiment,on the other hand, the value of � is imposed, e.g. � = �(t) = �� (�� = const.> 0). Inview of equation (3), this prescription implies a value for the temperature which, togetherwith equation (6) gives us the asymptotic values of the velocity of the interface and thusthe associated elongation rate. These asymptotic calculations provide predictions which arein close agreement with numerical solutions and experimental results for a wide range ofexperimental parameters.In Tables 1 and 2 we compare results given by equation (6) with corresponding numericalvalues obtained by integration of the system (1){(4) by the method of lines [18,19]. In the6



strain-controlled case (Table 1), we also show experimental results as reported in [8]. Forthe small range of temperatures considered here it is reasonable to assume, as in [8], a lineardependence of the Maxwell stress on temperature�M(�) = �0 + �(� � �0): (8)For the experiment under consideration we have �0 = 300�K, �0 + �hyst = 350 MPa, L0 =13 cm and � = 7:6 MPa/�K. With the exception of hwater, the values of all physical constantswe use coincide with those of [8]. Those values were either taken from the recent literatureas cited in [8], or, in the case of �0 and �hyst, determined from the simple experimentsindicated in that paper. Following [8], and due in part to the uncertainty in the valuesobtained for the latent heat of transformation, we have neglected the small amount of heatintroduced by the dissipative stress �hyst, and we have taken l� = l = 43 J/cm3. The�gure hwater = 0:089W=cm2��K used in [8], on the other hand, is an engineering valuefor the convection coe�cient corresponding to a cylinder submerged in an in�nite bath ofstationary water. Since a ow of a thin �lm of water occurred in the experimental setupof [8], those authors used this value of hwater together with a modi�ed value of the speci�cheat which would account for con�gurational di�erences. It appears now that this procedureis not well justi�ed, that the convection coe�cient must be one which accounts for the actualwater ow, and that the true value of the speci�c heat of the wire must be used, as we dobelow. Rough estimates based on consideration of convection rates for water moving on aheated plate together with comparison of theoretical predictions and experimental resultslead us to consider the much larger value hwater = 0:4W=cm2��K used below. The factthat close agreement was obtained between theoretical and experimental results for all threevalues of the strain rate considered con�rms the plausibility of this value of hwater, whoseaccurate determination will be left for future work. Since equation (6) is only exact in thelimit of an in�nitely long wire, we include, for comparison, numerical results correspondingto a wire with L0 = 13 as well as those given for a much longer specimen (L0 = 6� 13 cm);in most cases the di�erences in predictions associated with the various lenghts are negligible.7



In Figures 1 and 2 we show strain-stress curves and the temperature pro�les predictedby our theory. These curves were obtained by numerical integration of equations (1)-(4) bythe method of lines [18]; comparison with the experimental curves of [8] again shows goodagreement. The temperature pro�les shown on the right side of the Figures are snapshotstaken at the time for which half of the wire had transformed into martensite.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWe thank G. Meyer for valuable discussions and for providing a method-of-lines code.Stimulating conversations with M. Gurtin are also acknowledged. OB gratefully acknowl-edges support from NSF through grant No. DMS-9200002 and through an NYI award, andfrom the Sloan Foundation through the fellowship program.
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